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provides the full text of the gpm data, and a list of the titles and creators of all the books that use
gpm. in addition to providing data for all animals, it also contains data for a variety of plant species,
including those used in biomedical research. provides curated data regarding interactions between
micrornas and messenger rnas. the data in the mirbase database are derived from published
literature and from computational predictions. additionally, mirbase contains links to additional
resources with information regarding the function of mirnas and mirna families. provides access to
over 77 million spatially mapped data elements representing 83,000 unique data terms and 5,700
cell types from 81 organisms. provides access to over 60,000 biopolitical spatial data elements
representing 54,000 unique data terms from 167 organisms. provides access to a database that aids
in the prediction of the function of metagenomic sequences. the genes and genomes in these data
are derived from the annotation of the clade-specific microbial genomes distributed on ncbi's
genomes online database. the integrated microbial genomes (img) system is used for both
automated and manual annotation and comparison of genomes. the pfam database contains hidden
markov models (hmms), representing conserved protein domains. this database includes the protein
data from all completed, whole and draft genomic sequences and assemblies (nearly 300,000
sequences), and provides protein family classification, sequence similarity, and classification data for
each protein family.
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go term access and enrichment analysis package, provides access to the annotations describing
genes and gene ontology terms for a large and growing collection of functional genomic datasets. go
term access is provided as a resource for researchers to gain insight into the function of their lists of
genes identified as being differentially expressed, regulated or mutated. of particular use are the go

biological process, cellular component, and molecular function ontologies. transformed-clonal-b-
lymphocyte cell line, derived from a medulloblastoma patient and grown in a closed culture system

of recombinant rhesus monkey, african green, and human fibroblasts. cells were grown under
conditions designed to preserve the immortal phenotype and function and to maintain high growth
rates. transformed-clonal-b-lymphocytes can be obtained from the coriell cell repositories via the

international community for blood and marrow transplantation (icbm) cell distribution program. the
bioinformatics core in the ncsu institute for genome sciences & policy (igsp) will provide all
bioinformatics support for the projects. specifically, the bioinformatics core will support: (1)

experimental design and analysis, (2) bioinformatic data mining and comparison, (3) web-based
applications development and implementation, (4) coordination with the ncsu gene expression

nucleic acid shared resource, (5) bioinformatics training and outreach, (6) bioinformatics software
installation and maintenance, and (7) bioinformatics support of the ncsu center for biomedical

research excellence (cobre). 5ec8ef588b
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